


  



 

I don’t know better. 
I only know different.

 



   



 



 

”The last reader 
recycles the last printed 
paper in 2040”

”– April 2040, to be 
exact” 







  

How is the media landscape 
changing?

  



  

Is the internet our best friend  
or our worst enemy?

  





Discuss: What’s going on here? How does it make you feel?



Google: Canadian Hockey Team Wins IIHF 2018



  



Leaving the comfort zone? Nah, I’m ok.



  

Realizing the opportunities
  



Google: ABBA 



Google: The pirate bay 



Google: Spotify  



  

Realizing the opportunities
  



”Source”: Google 



 

Look around. Understand. Do!

 



 

Look around. Understand. Do!

 



  



 

Attitude. Perspectives.

 

Human needs and behaviours.









Robert Cornelius’ Self-Portrait: The First Ever “Selfie” (1839)



 

Attitude. Perspectives.

 

What has changed, what remains the same?









 

Attitude. Perspectives.

 

Statistics.



Source: The swedes and the internet 2018



 

Attitude. It takes training.

 



  
Think positive: what might be going on here?



 

Look around. Understand. Do!

 



 

Understand tech.

 



 

#15 Robotization

 



    Google: Feliks Zerndeg



    Google: Ben Katz och Jared Di Carlo 



    Googla: Rubik’s cube joggling



 

#19 Mixed reality (VR/AR)

 



  









    Google: How to solve math problems



    Google: Snapchat lenses



  



 

Really understand tech…

 



 

#67 Autonomous vehicles

 



Have you ever thought about the fact that if self-
driving cars become a norm when people get heart 
attacks it won’t cause accidents, people will just 
arrive to their destination and sit there until somebody 
notice.

Discuss: In the event of a heart attack, what is it 
more likely that the self driving car will do?



Think: What are the more important questions we 
must ask ourselves?



Inevitable: Human beings will not be allowed to 
drive cars in traffic.







Continue to think: What are the second and third 
order consequences of autonomous vehicles.



All things inevitable: How will they affect us?





   

Library
Computer

Mobile

Voice



    



Picture a Speedmaster CX 75 in your head.  

Add context. 

Make the picture really detailed.  

Now, imagine trying to talk someone into drawing 
that exact picture.  

That’s ”bandwidth limitation”. 



  



  



 

#86 Brain-computer interface

 





  



All things inevitable: What’s the value of knowledge?



Understand people.



Google: Iris iphone



x
pho

Googla: #helsingborg



Understand business.



 

Founded in September 2017, Bird hit 
the $1 billion marker* in well under a 
year, the fastest ever.

 

!



  



  





 

Look around. Understand. Do!

 



Google: Formula 1 pitstops



Google: #ME9



Thomas Watson Jr

If you want to increase your success rate,  
double your failure rate.



Googla:  Michael Jordan Failure



 

Do what you can’t.

 



 

Kevin says: Make one new mistake every week.

 



 

The 21st century risk analysis
First: Lower the ”cost” - think MVP. 

Then: If it is an epic #fail ask yourself: 

1. Will someone die?

2. Will someone get fired?



City council from Helsingborgs stad. Live @ helsingborg.se



City council from Helsingborgs stad. Live @ Facebook



Mats Sander, Chairman of the City council. Also live @ Facebook

















#flyttastoleneftersolen 



 

Total cost: 10.000SEK   (€935)

 



 

Look around. Understand. Do!

 



 

But also. Go further.

 



Googla: Nationalencyklopedin#hbg2035

















 

Original
 



   

Substitution
Augmentation

Modification

Redefinition



 

Original
 



 

Original
 



   

Substitution
Augmentation

Modification

Redefinition



Challenge: How long will you stay relevant 
being ”Encyclopedia Britannica” rather than 
Wikipedia?

 



@jocke #cio8









 

What we have to learn to do  
we learn by doing.

 



 

Everyone. Together.

 



TACK!
Joakim Jardenberg 

(connect on Linkedin)


